given function of bounded variation. The properties of a and A which are used below are consequences of their additive nature and not of any particular method of construction, and hence, since we postulate the existence of a, Radon's procedure is not needed in what follows.
Types of convergence. The functions/(P)
to be considered throughout are functions on a subset of J to a complete linear vector space X. The sequence {fn(P)} is said to approach the function f(P) (converge) almost uniformly with respect to a on E in case for every e>0 there exist sets Et, El such that £/ is in A,El oE-Et,ß (El) <e and fn(P)^f(P) ({/n(P)} converges) uniformly on Ef. The sequence {fn(P)} is said to approach/(P) approximately with respect to a on E if for every integer « and every e > 0 there exists a set E'(n, e) in A containing the set E(n, e) = E[\\fn(P) -f(P)\\ > e] and such that lim" ß [E'(n, e)]=0. The convergence of a sequence approximately with respect to a on E is defined similarly by replacing the sets E'(n, e), E(n, e) by the sets E'(m, n, e) and E(m, », e) = E[\\fm(P)-fn(P)\\ >e] respectively. In what follows, the notations E(n, e), E(m, », e) are used as above. The notation Oa will sometimes be used for a set contained in one on which ß = 0. It is assumed that all such sets are in A. Lemma 1. Of the three type's of convergence (applied either to the approach to a function or to the convergence of a sequence)
(1) almost uniformly with respect to a on E, (2) almost everywhere with respect to a on E, (3) approximately with respect to a on E, (1) implies (2) and (3), and if E(n, e) and E(m, », e) are in A, then (2) implies (V)and(3).
Lemma 2. If E is in A,fn(P)^f(P) on E-Oa, and the set £[||/"(P)|| >e] is in A for every « and e>0, then the set E[\\f(P)\\ >e] is in A.
Lemma 3. If fn(P)-^f(P) and fn(P)-*f'(P) approximately with respect to a on E then f=f on E -Oa and {fn(P)} converges approximately with respect to a on E.
Lemma 4. If the sequence {fn(P)} converges approximately with respect to a on E,E being a set of A, then there exists a function f(P) onE to X and a subsequence {fni(P)} such that fm(P)-*f{P) almost uniformly with respect to a on E. Furthermore if {fm¡{P)} is any subsequence and f*(P) any function on E to X such that fmi(P)-*f* (P) approximately with respect to a on E thenf=f* on E -Oa. In case the functions fm are uniformly continuous on E there exists a su F belonging to A and contained in E such that F is closed in E and ß(E-F) is arbitrarily small, and f as on F is uniformly continuous on F.
Let U = (m), U' = iu'), be arbitrary sets of elements and R, R' be transitive order relations on UU, U'U' respectively having the composition property as defined by Moore and Smith.f Then with limits defined in terms of these order relations we have Lemma 5. If xiu, u') is on UU' to X and limu xiu, u') exists for each u' and lim"' xiu, u') exists uniformly with respect to u then the following limits exist and are equal: limu,"' x(u, u'), limulimU' xiu, u'), lim"4im" x(w, u').
3. The integral. Let So(2J) denote the class composed of all functions uniformly continuous on E. Let tte = (Ei, ■ ■ ■ , Ek) represent a partition of the set E which is supposed to be in A, and (P, P') represent the euclidean distance from P to P'. The norm, niwE), of the partition irE is defined as the least upper bound of (P<, PJ ) for P, and P¡ in £,• and for i = 1,
(Pk being any point in Ek) is surely defined for/ in S0(E). For let
be the sums corresponding to the partitions ir = (E¿), ir' = (22* ) respectively. Lemma 6. To each class of equivalent Cauchy sequences of functions in S0(E) corresponds uniquely except for a set on which ß = 0, a function f(P) on E to X such that if {fm} is any sequence of functions in the class defining f then there exists a subsequence {/",,-} with fmi(P)^>f(P) almost uniformly with respect to a on E. Furthermore the limits lim f fn(P)da, lim ffn(P)dß, lim f\\MP)\\da, lim f \\fn(P)\\dß n J E ri J E all exist and are independent of the particular Cauchy sequence in the class of equivalent Cauchy sequences.
The set E(m, », e) is the product of a region and the set E, and is thus in A. Now
Je so that {fm} converges approximately with respect to a on E. The existence of f(P) follows from Lemma 4, and its uniqueness may be established in a manner similar to that used in the proof of Lemma 4. Since f fn(P)da -f fm(P)da II ^ f \\fm(P) -fn(P)\\dß -» 0, Je Je Je it follows that the lim" fEfn(P)da exists. It is independent of the sequence {fm} since ffn(P)da-f gn(P)da g||/"-f,J|->0
J E " E if {/"} and {gn\ are equivalent. In the same manner the other limits may be shown to exist. A function f(P) is said to be summable with respect to a on E in case it is the correspondent in the sense of Lemma 6 of some class of equivalent Cauchy sequences of functions inSo{E). The class of such functions will be denoted by S(E). The integral fEf(P)da of a function in S(E) is defined as the lim" ¡Efn{P)da where {/«(P)} is any sequence in the class defining/. The integrals fE\\f(P)\\da, fE\\f{P)\\dß, fEf(P)dß are defined similarly.
Note that I\MP)da\\ £fE\\f(P)\\dß.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Theorem 1. If fis in S(E) then the set E [||/(P)|| >e] is in A for every e>0. This is a corollary of Lemmas 1, 2.
Theorem 2. Every function /(P) in SiE) is approachable almost uniformly with respect to a on E by a sequence fm(P) of functions uniformly continuous on E and such that fs\\fm(P) -/(P)||a73->0.
The first part of the conclusion is a corollary of Lemma 6, and the second part follows from the fact that for a fixed value of m the sequence fm(P) -fn(P) is a Cauchy sequence of functions in SoiE) belonging to the class defining /m(P)-/(P).Thus f\\MP) -fiP)\\dß = lim fWUiP) -fniP)\\dß Je n J e and the conclusion is immediate.
Theorem 3. If fis in SiE) and e >0, then there exists a set F belonging to A and contained in E such that F is closed in E, f as on F is uniformly continuous on F and ßiF)^ßiE)-t. This is a corollary of Theorem 2, Lemma 1, and Lemma 4. so that/»■-»/approximately with respect to a on E. Also since ||/m|| g||/m-/|| +11/11, ||/m|| is bounded. The remaining part of the conclusion follows from the inequality f\\MP)\\dßS\\fn-f\\+f\\f(P)\\dß and Theorem 6. Theorem 8. If {fm(P)} is a sequence of functions in S(E) andf"(P)-yf(P) approximately with respect to a on E, and if fe\\fm(P)\\dß is absolutely continuous with respect to a uniformly with respect to m, then f is in S(E) and /e||/"(P) -f(P)\\dß->0 uniformly for e in A (23).
By Lemma 3 the sequence \fm(P) ) converges approximately.
By Theorem 1, Eim, n, t) is in A. Now
Thus H/m-/"||->0 and by Theorem 4 there exists a function/' such that ||/m-/'||->0. By Theorem 7 and Lemma 3 it is seen that/=/' on E -Oa and thus/ is in SiE). Since fe\\MP)-f(P)\\dß^\\fm-f\\ the proof is complete. Corollary 1. If the sequence {/"(P)} of functions in SiE) approach fiP) approximately with respect to a on E, and if there exists a function g(P) in S (E) such that ||/"(P)|| S||f(P)|| on E-Oafor every n, then fis in S(E) and f.\\fm(P) -/(P)||¿j3->0 uniformly for ein A (E).
Corollary 2. If f is in S(E) and fa[P) is a real-valued function summable
with respect to a on E and bounded on E -Oa, then <¿>(P)/(P) is in SiE).
Theorem 9. If fm and f are in S(23) and fm-*f approximately with respect to a on E, then the following assertions are equivalent:
(1) limm fefmda=fefda on A(E). (4) is equivalent to the statement that for every e>0 there exists a 5>0 such that for each e in A (E) with ß(e) < 5 there is an »e such that ||/«/*da|| < « for all « ^ ne. Now let it be supposed that f»-*f almost uniformly with respect to a on E. To show that fefmda-^fefda, note that The conclusion follows from Lemma 5.
Theorem 11. If E is in A; am, a are completely additive on A(E); f(P) summable with respect to am and a on E; an(e)->a(e) on A(E); and if the sequence \ßm(E)} is bounded; then I fdam -» I fda on A (E) Now for e>0 there is a 5>0 such that for every E -e with ß(E -e) < 5 there is an integer w0 such that m^m0 implies
Jfda"
E-e <«, f fda
Fix e with ß(E -e) <5 so that/ as on e is uniformly continuous on e. Then for m sufficiently large (Theorem 10) fdctm -I fda l " e and thus for m sufficiently large /fdctm -I fda j Je < € < 3e
The conclusion follows for an arbitrary e in A (E) since all the hypotheses are satisfied by e when they are by E.
Corollary. Suppose E in A; am, a, y completely additive on .4(23); amie)->a(e) on A (E) ; ßm(e) ^ 7(e) on A (E) for every m; and fis summable with respect toy on 23; then fis summable with respect to am, a on E and fefdam-^>fefda on A(E).
The generalization
to the case where 7 is a metric space. The above theory of the integral holds if the domain of the function /(P) is a general metric space rather than a euclidean space of n dimensions. The few alterations and additions in the arguments that are necessary will be enumerated here.
J will now be interpreted as an arbitrary metric space not necessarily of bounded diameter. The class S0(23) will be the class of all functions/(P) uniformly continuous and bounded on E. By a partition of the set Ein J will be meant a set (P,) of disjoint sets (possibly non-denumerable in number) such that E =X^Pi7 and which is found in the following manner. Let e be an arbitrary positive number and (P)edenote all pointsP' in E for which (P,P') <e. Take any point Pi in 23; then 23i = (Pi)e. In general P, is any point in E-2r<"Pr and P, = (P,)e-X)f<iPf-The sets 23, form a partition ir(P) of E with w(ir(23)) g¡2e. It should be mentioned perhaps that such partitions will only be allowed in the definition to be given of fEf(P)da and not in the definition of ßiE), the latter remaining unaltered. The partition just defined is devised to avoid assuming the separability of J as well as to eliminate the possibility of using a partition of certain connected sets each set of which consists of a single point.
Since j3 is completely additive, (3(P,) =0 for all except at most a denumerable number of the sets P, in any partition ir(23) = (P"). This follows from the fact that for an arbitrary integer m there can be at most a finite number of the sets P" for which j3(P,) >l/m. If those sets P, of the partition ir(P) for which (3(23,) ^0 are arranged into a sequence {P¿} in awy order, it is possible to associate with the partition ir(P) a sum E /(PME,)
where P» now stands for any point in £<. If /(P) is in S0(E), the above sum exists and is independent of the particular arrangement of the terms in the sequence {£¿}. First the sum exists for any particular arrangement, since for m'>m ZfiPiMEi) = *$\\/(p)\\ EW). 
sup ||/(P)|| ■ E /TO Thus ||iCi -ar2|| ^3e, a:2=iCi.
The integral fEf(P)da is now defined as lim £/(PiMEi).
n(x)-0 r(£)
The proof given in the text for the existence of this limit for / in S0(E) holds verbatim with the additional point involved in the justification of the equality E fiPi) E oiiEiE,!) = E fiPi)aiEiEk'). [May i,k This equality is established immediately with the use of Lemma 5. In the proof of Theorem 6 another argument must be added. It is necessary to show that if /(P) is in S0(P) and e', e" are disjoint subsets of E, then E fiPiMa) = £ /(iY)«(«/) + E f(Pi"Me<"), i i i
where el (ef) are those sets of a partition of e'ie") on which pVO and the partition of the set e = e'+e" is formed by a combination of the two partitions. Let * = ¿ /(*<)«(*), *' = E /(¿V )«(«/ ), *" = E /(P/ ' )«(«/ ' ) ; »-i <-i «=i and so ||x'+a;"-x|| <4e, x = x'+x". We see no way of proving Theorem 10 unless the hypothesis is strengthened to the extent that am->a on A (P). It is then possible to show that lim *Zf(P{)am(Et) = Y,f(Pi)a(Ei)
